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10 WAYS TO DETOX YOUR
HOME FOR FREE
I hear so often from people how living out a natural lifestyle can be expensive. I agree
but also disagree. Sure you can go and buy all the fancy biohacking tools and newest
natural living gadget but there’s also a lot of things you can actually just do for free that
won’t cost you a thing! And they can make a huge difference when it comes to your
overall toxic burden on your body. So save some money and start implementing these
10 simple tips to detox your home.

1. OPEN A WINDOW
Sounds so easy you might wonder what’s the catch? There is no catch. When
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency declared indoor air as more polluted
than outdoor air, you start to pay attention to your air quality. By opening a window even in the cold months you are releasing pollutants in your home and essentially airing it out. Some experts say even opening your home for 5 minutes a
day can make a huge difference for releasing toxins. Now you might be thinking
how on earth could my indoor air be worst then the outdoor air- but trust me it is.
Your indoor air gets easily polluted from paints, cleaning products, beauty products, building materials, stoves, and cooking to name a few. Instead of keeping
the toxins trapped in your home and breathing them in, open a window and let
those toxic fumes out of your house- FOR FREE!

2. WASH ITEMS BEFORE WEARING
I just bought my girls some new clothes and my 5 year old said no we
can’t wear them until mama washes them to my 3 year old. It was a
proud mom moment for me! My girl knows what’s up. Have you ever
smelled your new clothes? They have that new clothes smell. Which
smells like they’ve been doused in some kind of chemical. Not something you want your body to be absorbing. New fabrics are usually
coated in dyes and can cause a severe skin allergy for those exposed.
You can also transfer SO many other things from bacteria, fungus, licewherever those clothes have touched, has then touched you. Also,
consider how many people may have tried on the clothes before you.
Another reason to give your clothes a good washing is because of the
chemicals. Typically all new clothes have Urea-formaldehyde on them
from manufacturing. This chemical helps mildew from forming on
clothes. Bottom line: WASH NEW CLOTHES!
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3. DON’T ALLOW ANYTHING WITH
FRAGRANCE IN YOUR HOME

Fragrance is one of the worst things you can have around you. Since the FDA
doesn’t regulate the word fragrance we must and keep them out of our homes.
“If a cosmetic is marketed on a retail basis to consumers, such as in stores, on
the Internet, or person-to-person, it must have a list of ingredients. In most cases, each ingredient must be listed individually. But under U.S. regulations, fragrance and flavor ingredients can be listed simply as “Fragrance” or “Flavor.”
So there you have it. The fragrance you purchase could have up to 700 chemicals(some even say more). Chemicals that are neurotoxins, carcinogens, hormone disruptors and so much more. The thing with fragrance is it sneaks it’s
way into so many home products. From air fresheners, cleaning products, candles, art supplies, deodorants, perfume, even garbage bags contain fragrance
these days! It’s pretty crazy how everything needs to have a smell. I think we’ve
forgotten what clean air smells like. If you see fragrance perfume, or parfum on a
label or smell something synthetic- ditch it. It’s doing more harm then good!

4. SHOP FROM THE CLEAN FIFTEEN
LIST WHEN BUYING PRODUCE

I always tell people this is one of the quickest ways to save! The EWG(Environmental Working Group) comes out with a Clean Fifteen and a Dirty Dozen List every year. This tells the consumer what produce is the most contaminated when it
comes to pesticides and what produce is the least contaminated. It’s a great reference when deciding if you should buy a piece of produce organic or not. For
example, strawberries have been high on the contaminated list the past several
years. You know to only buy them organic and avoid conventional strawberries
because of the toxic load. However, avocados have been one of the least contaminated foods. So you’re ok buying conventional ones. This guide is super
helpful when it comes to saving money and it’s completely free on their site! You
can even download the app called The Dirty Dozen on your phone so you have it
with you wherever you go. Check out the Dirty Dozen List here.
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5. DON’T WEAR YOUR SHOES IN
THE HOUSE

This is one of my personal pet peeves. Shoes in the house is a surefire way to
bring in a host of chemicals, bacteria and germs in general. Imagine you go to
the grocery store, but when you’re there you also have to use the bathroom. You
also stop on your way home to get gas. You’ve already exposed your shoes to
so many germs in one trip! You then walk throughout your house carrying all
those germs from your shoes on your floors. YUCK! It’s worst when you have a
baby that is crawling around on the floors. Studies have shown that fecal material has been found on most shoes, along with toxins from lawn spray or coal
tar from asphalt roads. Sounds like something you want on your home floors? I
didn’t think so. Do yourself a solid and take your shoes off.

6. WASH YOUR PRODUCE BEFORE
YOU EAT IT

Unless you live in the country and literally grow your own food, I would wash
my produce before eating it. Even if you’re buying organic, they can still have
pesticide residue from the soil. Think of how many hands have touched your
vegetables before you finally pick it up at the grocery store. What was on their
hands? Then while it was waiting to be shipped to you it could have picked
up something in storage. The Center For Disease Control and Prevention even
recommends that you wash your produce to avoid food-borne illnesses. It’s an
easy thing to do that can help avoid so many germs. Take the extra minute and
wash your fruit. Most people agree water and a scrub brush is great but there
are some produce washes out there like Theives Fruit and Veggie Scrub from
Young Living that I have and love. Also you could do a DIY produce wash with
apple cider vinegar like this one.
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7. KEEP HOUSE DUST TO A
MINIMUM

It wasn’t until a couple of years ago until I realized what was actually in house
dust. It might sound weird but house dust is full of so many toxins. Research
has shown dust to contain flame retardants, lead and pesticides. Now you might
wonder how dust can contain these chemicals? It adds up from all the toxins
released from products. Such as furniture, lead paint, plastics, electronics, carpet and more. The thing with dust is it accumulates almost everywhere that’s not
being wiped down and can breathed in through the air. Studies have shown that
house dust with flame retardants, lead and pesticides has also been linked to
these same high levels in children. Especially since children are small and they
crawl on the ground and get into hard to reach places at times. It’s important to
regularly dust on a consistent basis to eliminate toxins from settling into the dust
and ending up in your home.

8. STOP USING DRYER SHEETS
These are one of the most toxic products you could have in your home- for real!
Dryer sheets don’t just contain one or two toxins but seven toxins! That’s quite
a toxic load. They are also laced with fragrance, which as you’ve read is a huge
offender in your home. Fragrances can contain hundreds of different chemicals! But all they have to list on the label is fragrance. Dryer sheets also contain
VOC’s like acetaldehyde and butane, which can cause respiratory problems. It
doesn’t stop there, Quats(quaternary ammonium compounds) is another chemical found in fabric softeners. These cause issues like asthma. Plus, did you
know acetone is used in dryer sheets?! That a big no, no, when it comes to our
nervous system. Causing all kinds of things from headaches to dizziness. Besides the chemicals that are in dryer sheets, they’re also bad for the environment.
These chemicals are released into the environment from air emissions. Have you
ever walked by a house and it smelled like they were doing laundry? Yeah, not
good. Ditch the laundry detergents and start using dryer balls instead!
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9. STOP USING FERTILIZER ON
YOUR LAWN

Ok, I know you want a green lawn and for it too look pretty- I get it! So do I but
it’s just not worth the health risk. BeyondPesticides.org stated that suburban
lawns actually get fertilized more than agriculture! But that’s not all, of the 30
most used lawn fertilizers, 19 are considered carcinogens, 13 have been linked
to birth defects, 15 with neurotoxicity, 21 with reproductive problems and 26 with
liver and kidney damage. Sounds like a recipe for one messed up body after
using fertilizers! If they have warnings about even animals being exposed to fertilizer don’t you think we should be concerned about what it’s doing to humans
too? Save your furry friend and yourself and ditch the fertilizer! Your body and
environment will thank you. Instead opt for organic fertilizers such as corn meal,
alfalfa meal, or home-brewed compost tea. The key is to nourishing your soil.
When you have good soil you will have great grass! Your grass won’t look artificial green like the lawns do that use toxic fertilizer, instead they will have more of
a natural look to them.

10. TURN YOUR WIFI OFF AT NIGHT
This is a big one. Turning off your wifi at night can make a huge difference when
it comes to shielding yourself and family from harmful EMF radiation. EMF
stands for Electromagnetic Field. Anything electronic produces EMFs and makes
electromagnetic radiation (EMR). All electronics that are plugged in to your wall,
use wifi, or in some way use the power grid, give out EMFs. Obviously, each
device varies on the magnitude of radiation. It doesn’t stop there. There are two
types of radiation- ionizing and non-ionizing. Ionizing moves at a high frequency with short wavelengths. This is the most dangerous type of radiation. Think
X-rays, gamma rays and even nuclear bombs. Non-ionizing radiation is the
opposite with low frequency and long wavelengths. It is not nearly as strong as
ionizing radiation. Since there just isn’t enough information out on what EMFs do
to us long term, it’s important to take precautions with them now. Not that there
aren’t plenty of studies that show of the harmful effects even small amounts have
had. I think it’s best to eliminate as much as you can in your home environment.
We do know from the small research done that children are more at risk because
of their smaller bodies and the fact they have been exposed at such a young
age, compared to older adults who didn’t get cell phones until they were much
older. Turning off your Wifi at night is one step to help protect your cells from the
constant load of EMFs.
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I hope you found this handy dandy guide super helpful! So many ways you can detox your life for FREE! If you want to learn more on how to live a natural lifestyle and
protect your family from ALL the things, head on over to my Facebook Group called
Gurl Gone Green Babes here! A place where over 2K women are actively sharing
their hacks on living their best natural life.
Also, are we friends yet on the Gram? That’s code for Instagram. ;) Would LOVE to
connect with you there! Find me on Instagram here!
Cheers to detoxing your life!

XO,
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